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ABSTRACT
This paper, framed within the interpretivism theory, argued that government, stakeholders, and policymakers could foster and promote policy advocacy to address the challenges militating against the participation of physically challenged learners (PCLs) in practical physical education (PE) classes. Despite the noticeable need for physical activities in the lives of PCLs, there are growing concerns that learners in physical education classes still face many challenges in practical classes. The research was a systematic review of literature that identified studies that focused on the challenges that PCLs experience in practical physical education classes. Data was gathered from a collection of relevant articles as well as 20 publications that were critically reviewed. Only ten publications were found to meet the inclusion criteria. As a result, four main themes emerged from the data as thematic analysis was adopted. The findings revealed that PCLs frequently encounter challenges such as inaccessible equipment, poor social support, the PE curriculum/programme, and a lack of teachers training in practical physical education classes, which can limit their ability to engage and fully participate in PE practical classes. The study contributed to the body of physical education studies by providing a framework for a more integrated Physical Education for Physically Challenged Learners (PCLs), which could be implemented all around the world. It recommends, among others, that the members of the executive councils, school management teams and policymakers should work together by providing schools with accessible equipment and strong social support for PCLs to feel less isolated and more supported. This study concludes that exploring these challenges and developing coping strategies can help to ensure that PCLs can participate and benefit from PE practical classes.
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INTRODUCTION
Physically Challenged Learners (PCL) experience various challenges in highly diverse life orientation (LO) practical physical education classes. Thus, equitable education for PCLs has come to global attention in recent decades to help combat these challenges in general. One of the goals of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 is to ensure that all people have access to lifelong learning opportunities. Target 4.1 of the United Nations Goal 4 specifies that education is a fundamental right and must be provided for all, “without discrimination” and “particular attention and targeted strategies” should reach “learners with barriers to learning”. Despite the

international laws, PCLs, especially in South Africa still face challenges. In 1984, the South African government signed the Universal Declaration for Human Rights, which recognised education as a fundamental right for every person, including people with physical impairment. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, enforced in 2008, stated the right of persons with disabilities to be given extensive opportunity to access education which is friendly to students with barriers to learning. Such chances refer to things such as making all necessary equipment and environments that are supportive of the PCLs available on school premises. Despite all the local and international laws, PCLs still experience challenges in participating in physical education classes. These learners are usually perceived as a disadvantaged group by society. Broglio et al. point out that learners with special educational needs also experience limitations in physical education activities, and that affects their academic sphere.

Physical Education (PE) is part of the life orientation curriculum that provides learners with the necessary skills to cultivate a healthy way of living by means of involvement in physical activities and to make learners able to take on physical recreation and sport as a lifetime commitment. Physical education periods are educational processes that use physical activities such as play, exercise, music, acting, and competitive games that will assist learners in gaining knowledge, skills, attitudes, and fitness that will add to their well-being, optimal development, and social interaction. Studies by Mendoza et al. and Walton and Engelbrecht support participation in practical physical education classes because they play a typical role in the lives of both PCLs and able learners. Conversely, Donohue and Bornman argue that contemporary schooling systems in South Africa have the potential to support greater participation by children with physical barriers to learning in practical physical education classes, but challenges remain. Previous studies by Phasha and Mosia have shown that poor facilities, uneven play fields in schools, and unmodified equipment are problems that affect the participation of PCLs in physical education classes. This study, therefore, explores challenges faced by PCLs in practical physical education classes to understand the effects they have on them.

Physical education has a huge benefit in learners' holistic growth and development. However, despite the noticeable need for physical activities in the lives of PCL, there are still many challenges in accomplishing these goals. Research by Ginis et al. indicated that an inaccessible school environment, insufficient training of school stakeholders, and negative people hinder PCLs' involvement in practical physical education classes. Moreover, a previous study by Cruickshank et al. has shown that physical education in South African schools continued to be a marginalised subject. Previous research by Whitburn and Thomas appeared to have focused more on challenges in accessing inclusive education than on practical physical education classes. Thus, this study is seen as a significant contribution to the literature in the field. The following research questions are posed to address the problem of this study: 1) How do practical physical education classes pose a challenge to PCL? 2) What strategies can be implemented to support PCLs in practical physical education classes?

---

LITERATURE REVIEW

Benefits of Physical Education to Physically Challenged Learners

Renshaw and Chow refer to the word physical to the body. This physical term is commonly used in characteristics of the body such as physical appearance, strength, prowess, health, and development. It refers to the mind as contrasted to the body. Therefore, when the term education is added to the word physical, it then forms the phrase physical education, which refers to the process of education in which the human body gets developed and maintained through the concerned activities. Hutzler et al. define physical education in academia as a systematic traction in sport, exercise, and hygiene that uses physical activity to assist learners in acquiring knowledge, fitness, skills, and attitudes that contribute to their well-being and optimal development. In a similar way, WHO stated that schools can play a crucial role globally in promoting and providing opportunities for physical education activities among learners, which can lead to improved physical and mental health.

Physical education has several benefits to both learners with and without physical barriers to learning regarding their holistic growth and development. Numerous studies by Bull et al. and Griban et al. have shown that PCLs generally have slim abilities to perform physical activities. A sedentary lifestyle and limited abilities to perform physical activities are often the result of shorter attention spans, motor development impairments, cognitive limitations, and lack of motivation. It stands to reason that PCLs may benefit even more than normal-bodied learners in PE exercises in physical education: the benefits to both abled learners and PCLs have been recognised regardless of their physical, cognitive, and neurological ability. Campbell and Lassiter confirm that all learners need an energy outlet, as the benefits they can get are the improvement of physical fitness, reduced weight, healthier bone density, enhanced self-esteem, motor skills and health, improved emotional and psychological health and reduced risk of diseases.

When learners participate in physical education, they get all these benefits and carry the added benefit of improving their self-confidence. It also helps develop their full potential for self-control as well as strengthen interpersonal skills such as teamwork skills. These benefits are also applicable to PCLs as they are to any other learner. In fact, research by Kong et al. points out that when a learner participates in PE practical classes, it not only improves their physical fitness, self-esteem, and social competence but also reduces maladaptive behaviour. Similarly, Kapsal et al. add a situation wherein learners with intellectual disabilities were involved in a carefully designed physical education class, and the researchers reported improvements that are noticeable in the effective performance of motor tasks such as better limb coordination, improved muscle tone and strength, movement control, and spatial orientation.

Challenges facing physically challenged learners in practical physical education classes

A previous study by Kasser and Lytle has shown that problems with PE in this specific educational context are related to more than simply a lack of adaptation in activities but values embedded in practices associated with barriers. Researchers Wang and McGrath found that PCLs tend to experience exclusion from PE practical classes, which is typical of institutional factors, learner-related barriers, school equipment problems, lack of motivation to participate and negative attitudes and stereotypes. Physically challenged learners often face many problems in their lives as set out below.

Institutional Factors
A study by Ubeda, Devis and Cindy highlighted various institutional barriers such as limited to no availability of resources, little or constrained school budget, a curriculum with reduced time provision, insufficient or absent professional development, a lack of equipment and a crowded curriculum. Similarly, Xu et al. added that the three major institutional barriers were the lower priority given to PE, insufficient infrastructure, and absence of majors in physical education, which teachers in elementary schools identified as barriers to the provision of a curriculum that health and PE guidelines were capable of meeting.

Learner-Related Barriers
A previous research study by Hutzler et al. has shown that a serious challenge that all PCLs face is mockery and derision by normal-bodied learners during practical physical education classes. Physically challenged learners are often teased and taunted due to their inability to stand up for themselves or to perform other activities. According to Beauchamp, Crawford and Jackson, the challenges to participating in physical education may be explained partly by Bandura’s social cognitive theory, which emphasises the association between the cognitive, behavioural and environmental factors that influence a person’s choices, comprising those relating to PE activities. These above-mentioned factors all influence learning and learners’ participation, as well as their choices, although they are not independent but mutually dependent. Learners can be influenced by many things such as their classmates, teachers, the curriculum provided, their interaction in class, and engagement in the programme in the school environment, since they spend much of their time in school. The involvement and influence of these three factors on preferred behaviour start at the primary level, wherein they strengthen their own beliefs regarding PE.

Motivations of Physically Challenged Learners to Participate
According to Ubeda-Colomer, Davis, and Sit, the motivation and attitude of PCLs are the most influential internal barriers observed in some contexts, mostly low levels of confidence and self-consciousness. Trigueros et al. further explain that this lack of confidence and self-consciousness results in them feeling different from the majority of learners, feeling unable to fit in the PE activities, lacking confidence, and being self-conscious in asking for assistance in PE practical classes, and having a fear of failure.

Negative Attitudes and Stereotypes
Ruiz-Montero et al. clearly stated that PCLs continue to face negative attitudes and stereotypes in the physical education programme. Lack of knowledge about and sensitivity to inability issues on the part of some PE educators, staff and other able-bodied learners can make it problematic for PCLs to access physical activities equally.

Adapted Physical Education Teaching Strategies to be used in Supporting Physically Challenged Learners
According to Winnick and Porretta, Adapted Physical Education (APE) refers to physical education that has been adopted or modified so it is appropriate for learners with different barriers to learning. It is a programme that can be tailored to include activities that help to improve motor functioning but is also equally appropriate to all learners’ needs. Adapted physical education was created to meet the needs of children with barriers to learning. It also helps integrate PCLs into typical PE practical classes by modifying activities, making it easily accessible for those who may struggle with practical physical education classes. Aldabas states that inclusive education involves making changes or modifications to the PE curriculum so that all learners can participate, regardless of their abilities or needs. For PCLs, this means making the PE curriculum adaptive. To support those learners with barriers to learning in PE practical classes, any modifications made to the PE curriculum must be as minimally restrictive as possible.
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so that learners with physical barriers are able to participate. However, it is also vital to allow PCLs to take risks just as their able-bodied peers do. Instead of overprotecting PCLs from experiences that may challenge them, the focus should be on empowering them to engage in ways that are appropriate for their needs. Martino et al. comment that in the APE programme, the needs, interests, and abilities of PCLs must be considered. The programme should include activities that are modified to include all learners such as modified aquatics, dance, individual as well as group games and sports. The modified strategies to be used in supporting PCLs utilise inclusive activities, using easier and lighter equipment, slowing down the speed of moving objects and simplifying rules. Based on the modified strategies suggested by Lieberman and Houston, one can simply create opportunities for the participation of PCLs in practical physical education classes.

Careful preparation is required for PCLs to be educated fully in practical physical education classes. Two main factors to consider were identified when deciding whether to place a learner with physical barriers in a regular PE programme: You need to make sure that teachers who teach physical education to PCLs are professionally prepared and examine the attitude of the physical education teachers toward the PCLs.

Kelly asserts that in many countries, PCLs have access to a variety of opportunities to participate in practical PE classes. However, this is not the case in every part of the world. Wilson et al. agree that if a wide range of activities can be adapted to suit all learners, especially those with physical barriers to learning, they can get as much enjoyment and fun from PE activities as non-disabled learners without experiencing any difficulties. Strategies that should be in mind when including PCLs in PE practical classes are the following: The ball size should be modified if learners cannot manage with the suggested one, and in activities where the object has to be touched, like a ball, for example, it should not be heavier.

**THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK**

Social constructivism is a learning theory propounded by Lev Vygotsky in 1968. The theory emphasises the influence of social interactions, cultural settings, and shared meanings on how people view the world and the way they behave. This theory was applied as a fundamental theory to address the challenges faced by physically challenged learners (PCL) in practical physical education classes. The researchers used this theory in the study as social constructivism theory sees physical activity as learning, which is a social activity that is associated with other peers in physical education class. The social aspect of learning in social constructivism involves the interaction, conversation, and construction of knowledge and understanding as important aspects of learning among PCLs and other learners. This study argues that by applying social constructivism theory to the challenges faced by PCLs, the researchers will gain insights into the social, cultural, social, and political dynamics that challenged these learners in a practical physical education class. They also argue that the social constructivism theory can be used to understand how PCLs could navigate these challenges in the practical class to minimise the impact it has on them.

**METHODOLOGY**

This research was based on a systematic review of the literature as well as an analysis of case studies, journal articles, books, etc. All articles are related to disabilities in the educational context and the adaptive measure.

**Research Approach**

This study used a qualitative research approach based on a systematic review of the literature. Deng et al. stated that a systematic review is inclusive and practical, allowing for the use of a wide range of data from different methodologies. A qualitative research approach was appropriate for this study as it provided an opportunity for the researchers to learn and understand the feelings, perceptions and challenges associated with PCLs in practical physical education classes. Physical education is a practical subject, which means that it is a personal experiential subject, so integrating a qualitative research approach will allow a rich exploration of data on the individual side of PE, including the emotions and motivations of PCLs.
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Data Collection Strategy

This study used the exploration of documents as a data collection strategy. Data was gathered from a collection of relevant articles as well as 20 publications that were critically reviewed. Only ten publications were found to meet the inclusion criteria. According to Li, Higgins, and Deeks, document analysis involves reviewing and analysing a collection of documents. The purpose of a document is to provide supplementary research data, making documents a beneficial method for most research. Documents add credit to the researcher in the field and make it easier for others to build on that work and make discoveries whenever possible. Documents that consisted of semi-structured interviews, personal accounts, and blog posts written about PCLs were selected to understand the challenges that PCLs face, how these challenges have impacted them and what support they need to receive to overcome these challenges. Moreover, the documents analysed include the PE curriculum, education White Paper 6, and lesson plans on PE. Specific data is collected from each of these documents, such as the PE curriculum together with PE lesson plans, which explain the different ways the teaching and learning of PE is structured. Education White Paper 6 provided details of the support service for PCLs.

Sampling

In this study, relevant articles that were published online within the last nine years (2015-2023) were searched. All articles focused specifically on disabilities in the educational context and the adaptive measures, as well as physical education classes. The targeted articles analysed, consisted of ten articles from reputable journals, and these articles specifically addressed issues and challenges related to barriers to learning and education. The researcher gathered articles from Google, Google Scholar and the library that were written by authors who are experts in the field. Convenience sampling was used for this study. Convenience sampling was appropriate for the selection of documents that were easily accessible online and convenient for me to analyse based on our study.

Selection Process

The researchers’ process of identifying, screening, and determining articles’ eligibility and selecting them for inclusion was guided by the PRISMA flow diagram (see Figure 1). The researchers identified about 20 articles across the database and excluded six duplicated articles. From the remaining 14, four were excluded after screening based on their inapplicability to use because two of the four did not explicitly explore PCLs, and the other two were in the context of inclusion in sports. Then the researchers skimmed the title, abstract and body of the identified articles for potential eligibility for the systematic review. A final count of ten studies (n=10) was included for analysis.

Figure 1: PRISM flow diagram for identification and selection of studies
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**Data Analysis**

This study reviewed existing data on the topic at hand, which assisted in identifying the gaps in the literature. The study employed an open coding system to analyse data based on themes on barriers to learning in school premises and strategies to accommodate the PCLs. Inductive thematic analysis was employed to capture important aspects of the data in relation to the research purpose. This method was relevant to this study to find learners’ (those with physical barriers to learning) views, opinions, knowledge, and experience on the challenges they face in PE practical classes. Moreover, a thematic analysis approach was used to create findings from this study. Riger et al. state that thematic analysis is a method for analysing and identifying patterns in the data by means of thematic codes. In this case, themes that are based on the challenges faced by PCLs allow researchers to note key issues in the multifaceted data as well as patterns that arise from it. The thematic approach helps to develop an understanding of the challenges or experiences in depth faced by PCLs in practical physical education classes, which also adds recommendations for improving the practical physical education classes.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS**

This section presents the findings according to the sub-themes that emerged after coding the data. Four main themes were identified: 1. Inaccessible equipment, 2. Poor social support, 3. Physical education curriculum/programme, and 4. Lack of teacher training. The findings addressed Research Question 1 as possible challenges that PCLs face in practical physical education classes. All the themes contribute to making physical education a challenge to the learners. The inaccessible equipment and poor social support can make it challenging for PCLs to participate in physical education, whilst the PE curriculum and lack of teacher training can result in learners being excluded and unable to understand the activities. Moreover, the findings also addressed Research Question 2 as the strategies that should be employed to support PCLs in practical physical education classes include implementing equipment that is accessible and providing learners with the social support they might need during the practical classes. Also, the PE curriculum needs to be modified to include PCL, and teachers need to be trained to accommodate and work with learners with physical barriers.

**Table 1: Presentation of Themes**

Under the broader theme of the literature gathered the research found helpful factors and sub-themes within the broader themes. These sub-themes were found to be helpful for PCLs to participate in PE practical classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Helpful factor subtheme</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inaccessible equipment</td>
<td>Ease of use; Convenience; Safety equipment</td>
<td>Our literature shows that inaccessible equipment as a broader theme is a challenge that PCLs have in PE practical classes, whilst “Ease of use, convenience and safety equipment” are the potential strategies that can be implemented for learners to cope well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor social support</td>
<td>Emotional and practical support; Acceptable</td>
<td>In the literature gathered the broader theme of poor social support is a challenge that PCLs face in PE practical classes, whilst the subtheme of “Emotional, practical support and acceptable” are potential strategies for the challenge for PCLs to cope well in PE practical classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE curriculum/program</td>
<td>Modified: Accommodations; Inclusive</td>
<td>A broader theme of the PE curriculum/programme seems to exclude PCLs from participating in the PE programme. Therefore, a modified, accommodative, and inclusive PE curriculum/programme as a helpful factor subtheme will create an opportunity for learners to participate in PE practical classes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Lack of teacher training | Workshops/Training; Instructional strategies | The literature shows a broader theme of lack of teacher training, a challenge for learners to partake in PE practical classes, whilst a helpful factor such as workshops/training and instructional strategies are potential solutions that can help teachers assist learners in coping well in PE practical classes.

| Theme 1: Inaccessible Equipment |

Inaccessible equipment, as one of the identified themes, refers to any equipment obstruction that prevents and creates a challenge for PCLs in using standard equipment that is not adjustable to use. This theme was identified in the thematic analyses of the various studies included in this study. The keywords used in the search were “equipment, accessibility, impairments, and sports”.

In response to the research question “How do practical physical education classes pose a challenge to physically challenged learners?”, the findings of this study indicate that the equipment such as ramps, skipping ropes, rackets, balls, hoops that are used in schools for PE, and all the activities pose a challenge because they are not accessible for physically challenged learners. The literature gathered shows many PCLs cannot use or handle the equipment during PE as some do not have wheelchairs or other assisting devices. A lack of appropriate equipment discourages their participation. Equipment are too heavy to use, some activities are not adjustable, playgrounds are not wheelchair friendly, and other sports field equipment is inaccessible. This theme is significant as it suggests that PCLs cannot fully partake in PE practical classes and are, therefore, unable to reap the benefits of physical education like any other learners without learning barriers.

In response to the research question “What are the strategies that can be implemented in supporting PCLs in practical physical education classes”, the findings of the study suggest that the state is collaborating with the various Departments of Education to provide schools with equipment that are accessible for learners with physical barriers to be able to partake in PE practical classes. This initiative can include providing schools with sports fields that are wheelchair-friendly and sports objects that are not heavy to carry. The government, through the Department of Social Development, can provide learners with wheelchairs to ease the challenges. Also, the school must ensure they provide learners with PE equipment that is accessible to all learners. The World Health Organisation specified that physical education is considered an essential component of a well-rounded education, as it provides benefits that go beyond physical fitness. As such, PCLs should participate in PE practical classes without experiencing any barriers to improve their social and cognitive development. Studies by Opstoel et al. have shown that participating in PE with accessible play equipment not only helps learners stay active but also improves their self-confidence.

| Theme 2: Poor Social Support |

Poor social support refers to not showing kindness to make sure that one is cared for, the feeling of belonging and assistance available from teachers or peers during PE practical classes. This means not receiving support accessible through social ties to other individuals, and groups such as teachers, their peers, and the school community. This theme was identified in several studies that investigated learners’ support of sports.

In response to the research question “How do practical physical education classes pose a challenge to PCL?” the findings of this study suggest that learners with physical barriers often experience social isolation and may be susceptible to developing emotional and psychological problems because of rejection from people during PE practical classes. The learners without barriers to learning normally group themselves to participate and exclude those with physical barriers. One study by Tanure et al. stated that they do not receive any support from their peers and educators, which leaves them feeling isolated from the programme. There is a lack of commitment from schools and other concerned bodies to provide adequate support for physical education teachers. A major barrier to participation in PE for learners with physical barriers is reported as poor social support. Physically challenged learners are treated differently by their peers, teachers, and other stakeholders and thus receive different support.

which they perceive as not acceptable.\textsuperscript{47} Pedersen et al. noted that many PCLs often experience frustration and negative emotions as a result of their educational experiences, which is often due to the negative attitudes of their peers.\textsuperscript{48} Furthermore, the study indicates that these learners often do not receive the emotional support they need from their prospective schools. The first draft of the United Nations report on persons with barriers was released in South Africa in 2012 for public comment and input to ensure the report accurately reflected the needs of people with the needs.\textsuperscript{49}

In response to the research question that asked for details of the “strategies that can be implemented in supporting PCLs in practical physical education classes,” the findings of the study suggested that strategies that could be implemented to develop social support in PE practical classes are inclusive play, teacher and peer support. Teachers must ensure that learners do not group themselves during PE practical classes and that there is peer support. They must also ensure that they provide inclusive support to all the learners. The school management team also needs to implement school policy about inclusive education on school premises so that all learners receive support and are included in all the learning areas without feeling isolated. The government of South Africa is thus beginning to understand the far-reaching support needed for all persons, including PCLs. It is hoped that updated legislation will be based on the feedback during the public commentary process.

**Theme 3: PE Curriculum/Programme**

The PE curriculum is a structured programme that aims to develop learners’ physical fitness, motor skills, and ability to participate in physical activities provided. These objectives mean that the physical education curriculum is designed specifically for able learners. The findings show that PCLs were not considered in the design of this curriculum.\textsuperscript{50} This finding seems true since there were no provisions or alternatives in the curriculum for learners who, for example, use wheelchairs.

Responding to the research question “How do practical physical education classes pose a challenge to PCLs?”, the findings indicate that PCLs were unable to perform the identified games due to their individual barriers. For example, learners using a wheelchair could not skip the rope or might not be able to participate in sports that require running. It is said that the current PE programme has not been adapted to the needs of learners with physical barriers. The current programme was made to cater for learners without any learning barriers; hence it poses challenges to those with physical barriers.

Another research question was, “What strategies can be implemented in supporting PCLs in practical physical education classes?” The findings suggest that one of the strategies that could be used is for the Minister of Basic Education and curriculum developers to implement a PE curriculum that is inclusive and accommodative for PCL. Also, teachers can try to modify the activities more holistically and ensure that there are inclusive instructions. In South Africa, for example, the Department of Basic Education has published a policy document called White Paper 6, which outlines the framework for providing special needs education.

It emphasises the significance of creating an inclusive education and training system that meets the needs of all learners, including those with physical barriers to learning. One of the Goals outlined in White Paper 6 is for curriculum developers to create a system that can identify and address the barriers to learning that exist for learners with special needs.\textsuperscript{51} The South African PE programme or curriculum needs to be modified to accommodate PCLs better. The curriculum developers need to reconsider and include activities that learners with physical barriers can partake in.

**Theme 4: Lack of Teacher Training**
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Whilst teacher training usually means the preparation for professional practice through formal courses that equip teachers with skills to better connect with PCL, the lack thereof is the reverse. This implies teachers lack the skills and knowledge to work with PCLs. This theme was identified in all the studies that explored teachers’ training in inclusive education that were included.

In response to the research question that states, “How do practical physical education classes pose a challenge to PCLs?” The findings of this study showed teachers often lack access to professional development opportunities that could help them better understand the needs of their physically challenged learners. There is a vast amount of literature which emphasises the value of teacher training development for teachers who lack the skills to work with the PCLs. The data revealed that the vast majority of PE teachers are not comfortable enough to work with PCLs in practical physical education classes. They do not use modified methods of teaching in physical education, instead, they use the same methods used with normal learners. Many studies have been carried out on teachers’ attitudes towards inclusive education to teach PCLs. Some teachers discriminate against PCLs as they see them as too demanding. Physically challenged learners have feelings that teachers are incompetent to assist them, especially on the sports field, to participate in PE. A lack of specially trained teachers can thus be seen as a barrier to participating in PE practical classes for physically challenged learners.

In response to the research question on “strategies that can be implemented in supporting PCLs in practical physical education classes”, the findings of the study suggest that teachers need to be taught about PCLs. The importance of teacher training, such as that of professional development and teacher education programmes, should focus on helping teachers make informed decisions based on the assessment data they collect from their learners. Additionally, these programmes should prioritise the development of empathy and understanding for PCLs, which can assist teachers in providing more effective support. A common theme from participants’ responses about what could be done to improve their situation was that they wanted teachers and learners to be educated about their barriers and how to support them better.

**Implications**

The purpose of the study was to explore the challenges that PCLs face in practical physical education classes. The primary implication of this research is that it provides a broad overview of secondary data on challenges that PCLs encounter during practical physical education classes. The data, therefore, helps identify strategies that can be implemented to support PCLs in practical physical education classes. Physical education has several benefits for learners’ holistic growth and development, so all learners need physical education classes in their lives. As such, the new study findings can also create awareness for the MEC of education, curriculum developers and SMTSs to reconsider the PE curriculum or programme (by modifying PE activities) that will be accessible to all learners despite their barriers. The study also provides the readers with information on what barriers PCLs face in PE practical classes. It also suggests potential strategies or solutions to the barriers. The current study, as far as the researchers know, is the first systematic review that provided a framework (shown in Table 2 below) for more integrated Physical Education for physically challenged learners (PCLs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PE Setting</th>
<th>School Setting</th>
<th>Intervention for Physically Challenged Learners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2: Proposed Framework towards more integrated physical education for physically challenged learners (PCLs) by Ogbonnaya and Thekeledi.


RECOMMENDATIONS
The study attempted to identify the major challenges that PCLs face in practical physical education classes. Though there has been some research conducted on the challenges faced by learners with special needs, it is still an area that requires further exploration and study, particularly in the physical education class. It is recommended that the challenge of inaccessible equipment be addressed by making it easily accessible so that future generations of PCLs do not suffer the physical challenges generated at present. Schools, together with the MECs, should offer social support to PCLs to feel safe in PE practical classes and be given a platform to express their challenges in full. It is also recommended that policymakers and curriculum developers should integrate a programme that includes activities that are modified, such as modified aquatics, dance, as well as group games and sports, to integrate PCLs into typical PE practical classes. Finally, it is recommended that policies, procedures, and practices that prevent PCLs from participating be addressed and that workshops and training be offered to physical education educators to be inclusive and use modified or appropriate methods of teaching.

Limitations of the study
The study’s limitations mean that the data may not provide enough depth or insight into the PCLs’ feelings, emotions, and experiences than what was revealed in the sources reviewed. This study only made use of mostly qualitative sources, leaving out those that used other methodologies. Their inclusion might have produced different results. Finally, the fact that this study is a systematic review approach could be a limiting factor due to unpredictable parameters placed on the study.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this systematic review was to explore challenges faced by physically challenged learners in practical physical education classes. Thematic content analysis was used in this study as the main method of data analysis. The present study’s findings seem to mirror those of previous research, which suggests that PCLs often face barriers to participating in practical physical education classes as a result of inaccessible equipment. Learners also had to deal with the poor social support they received from their peers and educators during the practical physical education classes. Moreover, studies indicated that the PE curriculum was made to cater for learners without any learning barriers; hence it poses challenges to those with physical barriers and teachers are not trained enough to work with those learners during PE practical classes.
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